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Chapter 206 The Public Opinion Has Changed  

“Oh my god! Does this mean that they’re supporting Wynter?” Susan exclaimed excitedl
y as she opened the platform page.  

“Mrs. Yates Senior, look at this! This headline is getting boosted!” Margaret set her pen 
down and swiftly put on her reading glasses.  

It was an official statement by the livestreaming platform. The content was 
concise but powerful.  

“Regarding the recent defamatory remarks against our platform’s Empathy Clinic’s strea
mer, our company has issued legal notices to all gossip accounts involved. We reserve t
he right to pursue legal  

action against any defamation targeting Empathy Clinic’s streamer.  

“Our company upholds all legal principles. We promise the public that our streamers ha
ve no violations on record. These are baseless complaints and provocations from the tr
oll army. Our company will  

thoroughly investigate this matter!  

“Furthermore, our company’s stance reflects the stance of our responsible personnel. W
e hope for clarity  

on the internet so that doctors can heal and patients can be treated.”  

As soon as this statement was released, it immediately stirred a wave of reactions!  

“Unbelievable! The platform is still defending her?”  

“Isn’t the platform’s stance too firm?”  

“Look at the last sentence, ‘Our company’s stance reflects the stance of our responsible
 personnel. We hope for clarity on the internet so that doctors can heal and patients can
 be treated‘. It’s so well written!  

It’s touching!”  

The p  



platform’s public relations strategy is undeniably strong. But it’s a fact that the streamer 
assaulted  

the police!”  

“I sense there’s more to this situation. The platform probably has insights that we’re not 
aware of.”  

“I guess they’re reluctant to ban her because she’s a major source of revenue for them.”
  

“Wait, have you guys noticed that the gossip accounts are unusually quiet this time?”  

“Indeed. Usually when they receive legal notices, they become even more provocative
…”  

Did the gossip accounts dare to provoke? Absolutely not!  

BlazingTea, a gossip account notorious for delving into people’s privacy and often colla
borating with The  

Nines Entertainment, was dumbfounded!  

This wasn’t a legal notice from the platform. It was from the Yarwood Group! The Yarw
ood group was  

capable of altering circumstances with a flick of their hand! Who would dare to 
provoke them? They must’ve had considerable leverage to wield such power.  

It was rumored that the Scotts‘ legal team was invincible. But that was because they ha
d not yet  
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encountered the Yarwood group.  

2/2  

BlazingTea panicked. He quickly deleted all provocative videos related to Empathy Clini
c on the platform. But it was too late. The next moment, the police found him and reque
sted his cooperation in the  

investigation.  

BlazingTea was experienced in such situations. He claimed to be a first–
time offender, unaware that his actions constituted cyberbullying. He pleaded to the poli
ce officers to show him leniency this time and cited his family responsibilities.  



BlazingTea thought that he would be left alone after he deactivated his account. To his 
surprise, the police officers were stern and requested his immediate cooperation.  

The netizens remained oblivious to what had happened to the gossip accounts. Even so
me of the gossip  

accounts thought it wasn’t a big deal, diminishing it as just a few rumors.  

But just three minutes after the platform issued its statement, the police department’s off
icial website posted an announcement!  

“Everyone! Take a look at the police department’s official website!”  

The netizens had anticipated severe criticism of the platform by the authorities. Howeve
r, as they eagerly  

opened the announcement, their hands froze!  

The official announcement stated, “The case involving a certain online streamer is a def
amation case. The informant was hired by Wanda Scott to appear in the streamer’s live
stream, intending to damage the  

streamer’s reputation.  

“Due to the large number of individuals involved in this case, we are unable to disclose f
urther details at  

this time.”  
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“Regarding the issue of public officials who illegally arrested individuals, we will conduct 
a thorough investigation. We will provide the public with an explanation and clear Empat
hy Clinic’s name.”  

If the police department issued a simple announcement as they had done in the past, it 
would’ve likely gone unnoticed. However, the livestream platform had released a statem
ent before this official  

announcement.  

This was bound to spark significant discussions. Whether positive or negative, everyone
 awaited eagerly. for the official outcome. So when this public announcement was made
, the internet exploded!  

“Arresting people illegally!?”  



“I’ve said before that the streamer was framed. I was on the livestream channel at the ti
me. The  

procedures were all wrong.”  

“I apologize for criticizing the streamer!”  

“But I’m baffled. Why would the police officers arrest people illegally?”  

“It seems someone spent money to ensure the streamer’s case was ironclad, making it i
mpossible for her  

to recover!  

Before the netizens could inquire further, another announcement appeared on the polic
e department’s  

official website.  

“After investigation, it was found that Adam Weissman, the former chief of the Ravenwo
od Police Precinct, had long abused his powers, engaged in bribery, and framed over 2
0 innocent people.  

“He was one of the masterminds behind this case. He had been handed over to the high
er authorities for handling. After investigation, former Southdale.  

Upon this announcement, the online fervor intensified! Nobody expected that such a m
assive corruption case would 
be uncovered through the gossip of an online streamer! All of Southdale was rattled!  

Those associated with Adam and Jerome now wanted to distance themselves as much 
as possible. It  

was evident to anyone that they were in serious trouble this time! However, they couldn’
t comprehend  

why a mere streamer would wield such a great influence.  

Susan pointed at her phone excitedly. “Mrs. Yates Senior! Remember what I said? Goo
d people will be  

rewarded! Wynter will be fine!”  

Margaret also saw the announcement. She breathed a sigh of 
relief and carefully put away the contracts  

in her hand. These were all evidence  



‘Sorry Empathy Clinic‘ and ‘Who is Wynter Quinell‘ instantly skyrocketed to the top of th
e trending list! Soon after, an insider revealed more information.  

“I know this Wanda. She’s the wife of the owner of the Yates Group. She’s notorious for 
being a mistress, mistreating her mother–in–law, and abusing her employees.  
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“Who’s more despicable is Ewan. He forgot about his mother after marrying his wife. He
 lives in the lavish villa his parents toiled for, while his mother lives in an old alley.  

“The old lady initially severed all ties with him. She wanted nothing to do with that wicke
d daughter–in–law  

“When the old lady gained fame from livestreaming, the 
couple immediately came forward. They asked her to hand over the Empathy Clinic. Wh
en the old lady refused, they threatened her.  

*Now it appears they had support from government officials. If she refused, they would s
eize it forcefully.”  

Instantly, public opinion flipped! On this day, the Empathy Clinic became famous all ove
r the country! The  

netizens began to search for the truth.  

Meanwhile, Ewan remained preoccupied with the ongoing investigation at 
the Industry and Commerce Bureau. He was still waiting for Margaret to sign the contra
ct and deliver it to him.  

Unbeknownst to him, the Yates Group’s external accounts had been frozen!  

“Guys, this is the company! It’s owned by Wanda’s husband!  

“I heard you’re the scumbag who abandoned his mother once he got a wife?”  

“Scum!”  

The negative comments flooded in. The employees grew anxious. They wanted to seek 
guidance from Ewan. However, before they could reach him, the investors had already 
contacted Ewan.  

“Is this what you meant by risk–free?”  



A loud bang echoed over the line, and the call ended abruptly. When Ewan attempted to
 reconnect, he found that the investors had blocked him. Furthermore, at that moment, a
ll their partners had issued him.  

termination notices.  
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The Yates Group collapsed overnight. The hypocritical facade that Ewan had cultivated 
over the years. was completely exposed!  

A swarm of reporters gathered outside of the Yates Group’s headquarters. Ewan covere
d his 
face and escaped through the basement. He had never felt such embarrassment in his l
ife.  

He hid like a rat in the car. He read the messages online and finally realized the serious
ness of the  

situation. Desperately, Ewan reached out to his contacts. However, nobody responded t
o him.  

Finally, a relative secretly 
revealed, “Your wife’s predicament was Mr. Buchanan’s decision.”  

Otis Buchanan? Ewan’s legs went weak. His phone fell to the ground with a bang!  

In the interrogation room, Wanda appeared ghostly pale.  

The couple, accustomed to power and authority, had previously looked down on individ
uals like Wynter.  

They believed that they could force Wynter to hand over her livestream channel and lea
ve Southdale with just a little pressure. Little did 
they expect their downfall at the hands of the City Bureau Secretary.  

As Wanda–
listened to her crimes, she knew she was finished. When she was brought out, she saw
 Wynter  

in the corridor. Wanda’s gaze was filled with hatred. She gritted her teeth and 
attributed Wynter’s release  

to pure luck.  



If the City Bureau Secretary hadn’t stepped in, she would’ve achieved her goal. Anyone 
who witnessed Wanda’s arrogance and 
stupidity would laugh. Only she would think it was luck.  

Lucas, who was experienced in the 
bureaucracy, recognized Wynter’s extraordinary abilities through this  

ordeal.  

Wynter said that she only knew little about the internet. Despite the lack of knowledge, s
he managed to solve two major cases. One of corruption, and the other of murder.  

The evidence against The Nines Entertainment was also uncovered by Wynter. When t
he incident of Strawberry Cloud‘ was announced, countless netizens were terrified. The 
methods were so vicious that  

they frightened people.  

“The Nines Entertainment deserves to die!”  

“May there be no more unjust cases in this world.”  

“May Strawberry Cloud rest in peace.”  

Amidst these sentiments, one comment stood out.  

“Darling, can you see it? Everyone believes in you.”  

It was from Strawberry Cloud’s parents. They had fought their case for 107 days, from t
he lower court to  
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the Intermediate court. The opposition’s legal team wielded formidable power.  

They dismissed it as unreasonable agitation, all for profiting from the deceased. Today, 
someone finally addressed the issue head–
on. Their daughter’s death was unjust! The elderly couple only learned about the intern
et after their daughter’s death.  

Although they had never met the Empathy Clinic’s streamer, they knew of her kindness.
 She had sent them the evidence and helped them source for lawyers.  

It was important to rectify the injustice. Not just for the dead, but for the living too. This ti
me, even the Scott Group’s legal team dared not contest this case.  



The Scott Group swiftly severed ties with The Nines Entertainment. They even sacrifice
d their subordinates. They provided the court evidence against The Nines Entertainment
 to protect themselves.  

Indeed, the Scott Group remained impenetrable. Their swift and decisive actions made i
t hard for Lucas to investigate them. After all, they were a listed company that was base
d in Kingbourne.  

Wynter wasn’t surprised by this 
outcome. It was evident someone was behind the rise of prominence of the Scott family 
in Kingbourne.  

It was unlikely that a small mistake in Southdale 
could topple the whole Scott family. But it was still effortless to sever one of its limbs.  

Wynter kept her 
hands in her pocket and chewed on a piece of candy. Her gaze gleamed with determina
tion. No one could have fathomed that this was all part of her plan.  

Chapter 209 Took Orders to Praloo Myself  

Wouldn’t the Scott Group suffer without The Nines Entertainment as a publicity outlet? 
Of course, they  

would.  

This matter even prompted the reclusive patriarch of the Scott Group, Peter Scott, to sp
eak out. “Next time, cut off any irrelevant connections.”  

Without the Scott family’s support, Wanda was finished. Initially, Lucas came to 
pry open Southdale’s 
door, but now this case was famous. Naturally, the situation in Kingbourne would chang
e accordingly.  

Peter sat in his study, his gaze clouded as he observed the people below. “Didn’t I instr
uct you to prevent Lucas from achieving anything in Southdale? Did you ignore my word
s?”  

“Dad, I=”  

Peter raised his hand. “We can’t afford to lose Southdale, Losing The Nines Entertainm
ent was nothing, but we absolutely cannot allow Lucas to make further progress. This is 
also what Mr. Stanley desires.”  

“Dad, don’t worry. This was just an accident.”  



Peter looked at the livestream on his phone and narrowed his eyes. “Go and investigate
 the girl around Margaret. Her luck seems unusually favorable. If there are any issues, r
esolve them quickly.”  

“Yes, Dad.  

Wynter was not afraid of being investigated. The Dark Web Alliance wasn’t just for show
. She was notified  

as soon as the Scotts made a move.  

There was also another message that read, “Boss, we discovered that it was the Yarwo
ods who supported you online this time.”  

The Yarwoods? Wynter raised an eyebrow in surprise. Sir Yarwood was too generous t
oward their soon–to- be collaboration partner.  

“Boss, the Yarwoods have also reached out to us. They’ve deposited eight 
million dollars and requested us to write a press release praising you.”  

Wynter’s fingers paused for a while before she replied, “Where’s the money?”  

“We haven’t accepted it yet. This deal seems suspicious.  

Did they truly intend to pay them to write a press release to praise Wynter? It was plausi
ble, but it seemed too shameless.  

Wynter hummed and replied, “Return it.”  

“Will this insult the Yarwoods? After all, they’re allies.”  

Wynter contemplated for a few seconds. “Offer them a half–
price deal and inform them we’ve already praised her.”  
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“Noted!” The money came too easily.  

Now that the truth was revealed, everyone online waited eagerly for Wynter to start lives
treaming again. Did they even need the praise? Not at all. The fans came naturally.  

Together with the comment of gratitude from Strawberry Cloud’s parents, the Empathy 
Clinic became the most popular livestream channel.  

If the Empathy Clinic was popular before, it now broke the traffic of the live stream platfo
rm.  



Mr. Hughes, who had been consistently hostile toward 007, went silent. Not only that, h
e was also summoned to the office and warned to be more cautious in his future actions
.  

He shouldn’t suppress 007 simply because the streamers that signed with 007 were pop
ular. Even if he intended to do so, he should have done it discreetly. The individuals in c
harge here shared the same  

interest as Mr. Hughes  

“Take some time to study this year’s top ten streamers. Are there any streamers you’d li
ke to support?  

There’s substantial profit potential here.”  

Mr. Hughes was a smart man, he immediately understood. “I’ll make arrangements right
 away…  

The online buzz had not subsided. Word had spread far and wide about the major event
s t  

in the Yates family.  

that happened  

The Shepherds, who were already dissatisfied with Yvette, immediately contacted Charl
ie, who was  

studying in Kingbourne.  

Charlie was puzzled. “Mom, I’m not going to break up with Yve. You have no idea how c
apable she is. She’s currently treating Mr. Quinnell Senior from the Quinnell family.”  

“Did you know her mother was arrested and sentenced to prison?*  

Charlie’s expression suddenly changed. “Aunt Wanda was arrested?”  

“Not only that, but 
the Yates family is on the verge of collapse. Your Uncle Ewan is scrambling to find a bu
yer, but nobody wants to touch that sinking ship.”  

Charlie was in disbelief. “How is this possible?”  

“How isn’t it? The Yates family is a black hole. Don’t be foolish.”  

Charlie hesitated. “I’ll think about it.”  



Meanwhile, Yvette who 
was with Fiona, remained oblivious to the situation. She had always taken pride in the 
Yates family. To learn that something this huge happened…  

Chapter 210 There’s Still a Chance If You Beg Wynter  

Wanda remained in the detention center, awaiting her family’s rescue. She stared longin
gly at the metal bars until her case was determined. Only 
then was Ewan permitted to see her under the supervision of  

Jurors.  

It was impossible to save Wanda. Even Ewan found himself in a precarious situation.  

Yet, Wanda couldn’t grasp the gravity of the situation. She held onto the metal bars and 
shouted, “Ewan, you must find the best lawyer for me. I refuse to accept this!”  

Ewan’s stubble had begun to show. He urged her to calm down.  

But Wanda persisted. “How can I calm down? I’m the one facing imprisonment!”  

Ewan lowered his voice and said, “What else can we do? Even the newly appointed sec
retary was  

arrested!”  

“Keep spreading the story that 
the old lady killed someone.” Wanda was already hysterical at this point.  

That’s the truth!”  

Ewan desperately wished he could silence her. “Stop talking.”  

“Why should I stop? Even if I’m unlucky and lose this battle, those two poor souls won’t f
are any better. Wanda sneered. “The netizens won’t let them off. Empathy Clinic’s reput
ation had already been tarnished!”  

Ewan roared, “It’s not 
the Empathy Clinic that’s tarnished, it’s us! Do you know what people are saying about 
us online? They’re calling you a wicked mistress and me a bastard!”  

Wanda was dumbfounded. “What do you mean?”  

“Ivan from 
The Nines Entertainment had been arrested. Everything you’ve done has been exposed
 by the  



netizens,” Ewan said, rubbing his temples. “I warned you not to push too far, but you did
n’t listen. Now  

look, everything’s gone.”  

At those words, Wanda felt as if her lungs would explode. She couldn’t even process wh
at Ewan said  

next. The Nines Entertainment had always been one of the most valued companies by t
he Scott family.  

Wanda’s previous confidence stemmed from her belief that 
no one could touch it. Even the newly appointed secretary had to consider the pressure 
from Kindbourne. But now, even The Nines  

Entertainment can’t be saved?  

Wanda clenched the metal bars tightly. “Contact the Scott family, they’ll surely-”  

“It’s pointless,” Ewan interrupted as he stared at her. “I’ve consulted the lawyers. Our on
ly option now is to beg Wynter for forgiveness. Maybe then, your sentence might be red
uced.”  

Wanda screamed, “You want me to beg that brat? You might as well just kill me!”  

“If you won’t, I will.” Ewan’s eyes were bloodshot. “I need to save the company.” With th
at, Ewan rose and left without a backward glance.  

Desperately, Wanda cried, “Ewan! You can’t leave me here alonel Ewan!”  

Ewan wished he had not married such a foolish woman. Why hadn’t he cut ties with her 
sooner? When 
the gate closed, darkness enveloped Wanda. Gradually, she realized what her husband
 meant.  

She was in a panic but she reassured herself it would all be fine. Yvette would surely co
me to her rescue once she learned about this. She couldn’t face Wynter, but she could 
persuade Yvette. Yvette was a top student. She would definitely find a way.  

Wanda started to talk to herself. It was evident that the situation had taken a toll on 
her mental health.  

the downfall of those side characters. After she submitted  

Wynter wasn’t particularly concerned abou  

the evidence against The Nines Entertainment, she immediately called Larry.  



“We can begin wrapping up on the Yates Group’s end,” Wynter said in a soft voice. Her 
head was lowered. as she bit into a piece of candy.  

Larry was unusually excited. “This time, Ewan will probably go bankrupt.”  
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